Draft Minutes Canteen Committee November 28, 2016
at 16:30 in the meeting room of the Monnet Centre

Management: Nomination of the person who will take the minutes: Selvi Komery.
AGENDA
Nursery

- more variety such as couscous, rice…
- possibility of eating in the nursery once again

Primary

- second microwave
- lack of recycling
- necessity of Christmas tree
- salad bowls for primary students
- smaller and therefore cheaper portions
- menu available in four languages
- clear price for each item
- special menu on special days
- more variety in canteen (healthier options (less French fries), less sweet desserts and no more sodas)

Secondary

- larger salad bowls
- vending machines should be open at all times

Teachers

Primary:
Secondary:

Parents

- problem with money transfer to cards
- many stolen cards

secondary teachers need to be on time for their shifts
- eggs should be available more often
- primary leaves tables dirty

determinatio
1. Approval of the agenda
2. Approval of the minutes of
the previous meeting
3. Communications of the
management

DISCUSSION

The agenda wasCONCLUSION
approved

eggs

last year we agreed we would reduce the
amount of eggs served

DISCUSSION
problems with
money transfers
stolen cards

CONCLUSION
problem is trying to be resolved

DISCUSSION
more eggs

CONCLUSION
some people take too many eggs which is
unhealthy
next time they are late they will be
reminded to be on time

FOLLOW-UP

WHO

DEADLINE

FOLLOW-UP

WHO

DEADLINE

FOLLOW-UP

WHO

DEADLINE

FOLLOW-UP

WHO

DEADLINE

Parents
Agenda points parents

should be blocked immediately (even if
student believes the card was not stolen
but is lost)

Teachers / PAS / Canteen
Agenda points staff

secondary teachers
need to be on time
primary leaves
tables dirty

students will be reminded to clean up

Students
Agenda points students

DISCUSSION
another microwave

on the way

CONCLUSION

recycling system
Christmas tree
soap
different portions
and prices

in process of being implemented
on the way
will be handled
rejected as there is a set price for all
students

translated menu

perhaps in Dutch

clear prices
polished tables
soya milk

already in place
on the way
just for Christmas dinner as there aren't
many lactose intolerant students

smoothies (healthier available but they are expensive
drinks)
Christmas dinner
€ 6 for those who do not have a card, € 8
for those not part of the school, regular
price for students
more variety
larger salad bowls

vending machine
schedule

certain food (such as vegetable chips,
caprisun) can not be ordered by Danny
rejected as people will take more salad
than necessary for a sandwich. If people
want more salad they are always welcome
for refills.
opening vending machines at 4:05 is being
taken under consideration by Mr Goggings.
Students wander too often to the canteen,
students are late because of the vending
machines, parents have complained about
the large consumption of unhealthy food) cards could be limited -vending machines
could carry healthier food

